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This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide

ABOUT THE EXHIBITION

This IS Kalapuyan Land opened in 2019 as a physical museum exhibition by Guest

Curator Steph Littlebird Fogel (Grand Ronde, Kalapuya) and became an online

exhibition in 2020.

Fogel annotated panels from the museum’s prior exhibit on Kalapuyan peoples,

curated contemporary Native artwork into the exhibition, and added historical

content from David G. Lewis, Phd, who is a preeminent scholar on Western

Oregon tribes. The exhibition prompts critical thinking around representation of

Indigenous history and identity in non-Indigenous institutions.
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Educator's overview

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide

The Introduction section introduces the premise of

the This IS Kalapuyan Land exhibition and presents

key vocabulary related to Indigenous identity in the

Tualatin Valley and beyond. 

logistics
Takes place in the classroom

Introduce the unit, discuss vocabulary, and

watch the video as a whole class

Learners can complete the video response

questions in small groups or individually

overview

LEarning outcomes

Describe how to refer to Native identity and tribes

Recognize living, current Native presence in

Oregon and beyond

Understand that history can be told from multiple

perspectives

Students will be able to:

How do identity words make an impact?

What is the relationship between perspective and

power in how history is told?

essential questions

Projector/computer to play “Meet Steph”

video for class

Printouts of worksheets or classroom access

to ipads/laptops to fill out worksheets

Writing utensils

materials

Background
The "Meet Steph" video and the artist sections

of these materials are meant to introduce

learners to Native peoples living today.

The learning materials are meant for you to

learn and discuss along with your students; you

do not have to be a content expert ahead of

time. 

Most importantly, focus on emphasizing Native

presence and sovereignty through these

materials. 

Steph Littlebird Fogel is not available for class

visits, as her work keeps her very busy! She

recorded the "Meet Steph" video so students

can meet her virtually. 

You may have Native learners in your group,

who will likely be from tribes outside of Grand

Ronde. Empower Native learners to share their

expertise about vocabulary, identity, and their

own tribes. You can emphasize that you are all

co-learners of Kalapuyan history and culture. 

Introduction 
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alignment key

Identity

Essential understandings

curriculum pairings

Grade 4: ELA Lewis & Clark: A Native

American View

Grade 8: ELA Lewis & Clark: A Native

American View; ELA News in Indian Country;

HEALTH Cultural Appropriation

Grade 10: ELA Indigenous People's Day as an

Act of Sovereignty

Grade 8: Lesson 1 - People of Grand Ronde

With ODE SB13 Tribal History, Shared History:

With Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde

curriculum:

Grade 4: 4.L.5 Demonstrate understanding of

figurative language, word relationships, and

nuances in word meanings. 4.SL.1 Engage

effectively in a range of collaborative

discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and

teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 4

topics and texts, building on others' ideas and

expressing their own clearly. 4.SL.1c Pose and

respond to specific questions to clarify or follow

up on information, and make comments that

contribute to the discussion and link to the

remarks of others. 

Grade 6: Social Science Analysis 6.25 Critique

information by determining its sufficiency to

answer questions and if the source is credible.

Grade 8: 8.RI.4 Determine the meaning of

words and phrases as they are used in a text,

including figurative, connotative, and technical

meanings; analyze the impact of specific word

choices on meaning and tone, including

analogies or allusions to other texts. 8.RI.6

Determine an author's perspective, and/or

purpose in a text and analyze how the author

acknowledges and responds to any conflicting

evidence or viewpoints.* 8.L.5b Use the

relationship between particular words to better

understand each of the words. 8.L.5c

Distinguish among the connotations of words

with similar denotations.* 8.SL.1 Engage

effectively in a range of collaborative

discussions (one-on-one, in groups, and

teacher-led) with diverse partners on grade 8

topics, texts, and issues, building on others’

ideas and expressing their own clearly. 

Oregon English Language Arts Standards

oregon standards

Introduction 

Place

Presence

Perspectives

Power

Critical orientations

Grade 7: Social Science Analysis 7.27 Critique

and analyze information for point of view,

historical context, distortion, propaganda, and

relevance including sources with conflicting

information

Grade 8: Social Science Analysis 8.33 Critique

and analyze information for point of view,

historical context, distortion, bias, propaganda,

and relevance including sources with conflicting

information in order to question the dominant

narratives in history.

Oregon Social Sciences Standards

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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vocabulary notes

Note that “Indigenous” is a global term, while

“Native American” and “American Indian" are

specific to the United States context. 

Time immemorial - as far back as human

memory goes, through oral history stories and

other records

You will often hear people drop the American

part of “Native American” and simply refer to

themselves as “Native” with a capital “N.” 

There is no such thing as one Native American

culture or Native American ethnicity. Native

American is an umbrella word for the political

identity of members of many tribes with unique

cultures and ethnic backgrounds. 

“American Indian” comes from the context of

the 1960s American Indian Movement for civil

rights, and is a term commonly used by the U.S.

government.

The term “Indian” also frequently occurs in

government-related areas, such as treaties,

health services, legal proceedings, and so on.

Many Native people proudly self-identify as

“Indian," but it is inappropriate for non-Natives

to use except in reference to a proper name.

Names

Tribes

Introduction 

Nation - a large group of people who live in a

specific country or land with their own

government.

“Kalapuya” is historically a language group

including the Tualatin Kalapuya and other tribes

(such as Santiam Kalapuya in the Salem area

and Yoncalla Kalapuya in the Umpqua Valley.)

Prior to forced removal, the Kalapuya tribes saw

themselves as distinct populations and identities. 

Land
Note the words “by choice” in the definition of

settlers in the worksheet. Enslaved peoples

and their descendants are not settlers, nor are

they Native. Same goes for refugees, people

who came to the U.S. as indentured servants,

and so on. The population cannot be divided

into only settlers or Natives; it is more complex

than that.

Settler colonialism - when settlers colonize, or

make their culture dominant over other

cultures, through control of land and resources

and genocide and repression of indigenous

peoples

Genocide - the deliberate destruction of a 

 particular nation or ethnic group. These terms

are not introduced to learners in this unit, but

may come up in discussion, particularly with

older learners.

Tualatin Kalapuya, not Atfalati, is the name for

the tribe of the Tualatin Valley that appears in

treaties. Today, Grand Ronde prefers the

name Tualatin Kalapuya when referring to

identity.

Atfalati pronunciation - Ah - tfah - lah - tee -

rhymes with Tuality - twah - lah - tee. The

name Tualatin comes from the tribe’s name for

themselves, Atfalati.  

You will often see Native people list their tribal

affiliation after their name. This indicates they

are a citizen, descendant, or have cultural

affiliation with that Tribal nation. People may

belong to multiple tribes or have mixed

identity.

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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further learning

Introduction 

additional resources

The People Shall Continue by

Simon Ortiz (Acoma Pueblo);

picture book
Excerpted Description: Told in the

rhythms of traditional oral narrative,

this history of North American

Indigenous peoples shows diversity of 

Fry Bread by Kevin Noble

Maillard (Seminole & Black);

picture book
Excerpted description: An depiction

in verse of a modern Native American

family, depicting the diversity of

indigenous peoples, the role of  

A Coyote Columbus Story by

Thomas King (Cherokee);

picture book
Excerpted description: A trickster

named Coyote rules her world, until a

funny-looking stranger named

Columbus changes her plans. The

book uses a bag of literary tricks to 

continuity between generations, and the adaptation over

time of people, place, and tradition. The end papers list

hundreds of U.S. Tribal nations.

Teaching Resource: https://www.grandronde.org/media/

2585/4m3-lesson-plan.pdf

Discussion questions
Why is tribal affiliation the most accurate

way to refer to a specific Native person?

Why might some Native people think that

"Native American" and "American Indian"

are not accurate? (Tribes are nations, tribes

existed before the U.S., tribes divided by

country borders, etc.) 

What are examples of groups of people

who are or are not settlers? (enslaved

peoples, refugees, etc.)

Why do people do land

acknowledgements?

Why does it matter who curated the

exhibition?

Why did Steph include contemporary Native

art in the exhibition?

For older learners
The 17-minute-long OPB interview with Steph

Littlebird Fogel titled "Indigenous Curator" is a

more comprehensive overview of her curatorial

decisions and process.

Link: https://www.opb.org/radio/programs/think-out-

loud/article/hood-river-climate-indigenous-curator-

fareless-transit/

the tribes and tells how, despite struggles against destruction

of their lands and oppression, The People persisted.

How to Say the Word Atfalati

by Henry Zenk; 1 minute video
Description: Non-native linguist

(language expert) Henry Zenk

demonstrates how to pronounce the

word Atfalati as well as various other

anglicizations of the tribe name. 

Link:  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=P_y8rZSa6pc

shatter the stereotypes surrounding Columbus’s voyages.

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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Educator's overview

The Tribes and Languages Map section introduces

the Kalapuya tribe and the power of language by

reinforcing the key vocabulary, analyzing Steph's

edits to the map panel in the original history

panels, and discussing settler and Indigenous

place names.

Pair with the artist section for Angelica Trimble

Yanu (Oglala Lakota) whose artwork shows how

land is connected to language, identity, ancestors,

and resistance for her tribe. logistics
Takes place in the classroom

Complete the Map worksheets in small

groups, pairs, or whole class.

Brainstorm ideas for the Response question

with the whole class before asking students

to respond individually. 

Discuss the Angelica Trimble Yanu artwork

as a whole class so that the educator can

model observations and questions. 

overview

LEarning outcomes

Identify Kalapuya land on a map of Oregon

Describe impacts of Native place names

Students will be able to:

How can place names be powerful?

How are land and language connected?

essential questions

Printouts of worksheets or classroom access

to ipads/laptops to fill out worksheets

Writing utensils

See Angelica Trimble Yanu art project

pages for art materials list

materials

Background
The text on the original history panels is very

challenging for younger learners, which is why

learners are not asked to read the entire panel

text, only excerpts. Learners are prompted to

notice key edits that Steph made to the

panels, then read and respond to content

information on the following pages. 

The Response question does not have a

correct answer. The goal is for learners to

consider multiple viewpoints and support their

opinions with reasoning.

tribes and languages map

Chinuk Wawa - An intertribal hybrid

language indigenous to the Pacific

Northwest

Dialect – A form of a language spoken by a

group of people.

vocabulary

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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alignment key

Essential understandings

curriculum pairings

Grade 4: ELA Chinuk Wawa; HEALTH

Language Revitalization; SOCIAL SCIENCES

People Groups; SOCIAL SCIENCES

Geography and Mapping Traditional Lands

Grade 10: ELA Elizabeth Woody Oregon

Poet Laureate

Grade 8: Lesson 1 - People of Grand Ronde;

Lesson 13 - Language-Chinuk Wawa

With ODE SB13 Tribal History, Shared History:

With Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde

curriculum:

Grade 4: 4.RI.1 Refer to details and examples

in a text when explaining what the text says

explicitly and when drawing inferences from the

text. 4.W.1 Write opinion pieces on topics or

texts, supporting a point of view with reasons

and information. 4.W.2d Use precise language

and domain-specific vocabulary to inform

about or explain the topic.  

Grade 6: 6.RI.4 Determine the meaning of

words and phrases as they are used in a text,

including figurative, connotative, and technical

meanings 6.W.1 Write arguments to support

claims with clear reasons and relevant

evidence. 6.W.1a Introduce claim(s) and

organize the reasons and evidence clearly. 

Grade 8: 8.W.1 Write arguments to support

claims with clear reasons and relevant

evidence. 8.W.1a Introduce claim(s),

acknowledge and distinguish the claim(s) from

alternate or opposing claims, and organize the

reasons and evidence logically. 

Oregon English Language Arts Standards

oregon standards

tribes and languages map

Critical orientations

Grade 4: Geography 4.10 * Identify political,

economic, cultural and physical conflicts, including

genocide, involving the use of land, natural

resources, economic interests, competition for

scarce resources, different political views,

boundary disputes, and cultural differences within

Oregon’s different geographical areas and people

groups who lived in those areas.

Grade 5: Geography 5.9 Use geographical tools

(maps, satellite images, photographs, Google

Earth, and other representations) to investigate

and compare how areas in the United States can

be divided in multiple ways.

Oregon Social Sciences Standards

Identity

Language

Place

Perspectives

Grade 6: Geography 6.14 Identify and

describe how the physical and human

characteristics of places and regions connect

to human identities and cultures in the

Western Hemisphere.

Oregon Social Sciences Standards

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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art connection

The artist section introduces learners to an artist

in the current Native community in the Portland

area.

Angelica Trimble Yanu is Oglala Lakota from

present-day South Dakota, demonstrating how

current community members are from diverse

tribes, each of whom are connected to their

specific tribal lands.

artist overview

Both the 1890 massacre and the 1973 occupation

at Wounded Knee on the Pine Ridge Reservation

are major events in Angelica’s tribe, family, and

national history. Reading about this event will

likely raise questions with learners. 

To learn more, older learners can research the

American Indian Movement. Younger learners

can read the picture book A Boy Becomes a

Man at Wounded Knee. More details in the

Additional Resources section below.

A note about wounded
knee

tribes and languages map

Use the See-Think-Wonder artful thinking routine

to observe and discuss the artwork. Ask learners

to expand on their thoughts with "What makes

you say that?"

Angelica Trimble Yanu’s prints connect land,

language, memory, and resistance. Learners

often describe the black lines as reminiscent of

tree rings, animals such as owls, or layers of

geology; educators can point out how all these

interpretations connect to the passing of time

on the land. The yellow splash is often described

by learners as sunlight, a spirit of life, or simply a

splash of paint. 

Educators can point out the contrast between

the detailed black lines that took a long time to

carefully make, versus the splash that took place

in a moment/instant, and changed the whole

piece. 

guided looking

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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further learning

tribes and languages map

additional resources

chinuk wawa: Native

American Indian Language

from Tedx Talks; 15 minute video
Description: Crystal Starr Szczepanski

(Grand Ronde) teaches about one of

the traditional Indigenous languages

of the Pacific Northwest. She shares 

My Life by Louis Kenoyer

(Tualatin Kalapuya); adult book
Excerpted description: A rare, first-

person narrative by a Native American

describing life on an Oregon

reservation, Kenoyer’s account tells

the story of his childhood on the late

A Boy Becomes a Man at

Wounded Knee by Ted Wood

and Wambli Numpa (Oglala

Lakota); picture book
Excerpted description: On the 100th

anniversary of the tragic massacre at

Wounded Knee, eight-year-old

Wambli Numpa participates in a 150

nineteenth century Grand Ronde Reservation. The book is a

complete bilingual English-Tualatin text.

her personal journey in helping revitalize and heal Chinuk

Wawa. 

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=eKMSTkbtPBk

Chinuk Wawa Mini Lesson

pt. 9 Back to School from

Grand Ronde Chinuk Wawa

Education Program; 5 minute

video
Description: The lesson portion of

the video starts at 3:10. It covers

words like "teacher," "pencil," and "backpack" in Chinuk

Wawa. Look for similarities and differences from English. 

Link: https://fb.watch/82ccgKeBIm/

mile journey in freezing temperatures to honor the ancestors.

This book is based on his childhood diary.

Eula Petite's Bird Story from

Grand Ronde Chinuk Wawa

Education Program; 1 minute

video
Description: This video shows how

Chinuk Wawa is written and

illustrates a 1982 story written by 

Eula Petite, one of the teachers who helped revitalize Chinuk

Wawa. Look for similarities and differences from English in the

written characters. 

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tCIl-1AjtHM

What are some places that have Native

names? (example: Willamette river)

What is the impact when a place has a

Native name?

What is a word that is important and

powerful to you or your family?

What are examples of words that are

connected to a specific place? 

Discussion questions

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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Educator's overview

The Kalapuyan Lifeways section covers how

sustainable Kalapuyan land stewardship practices

shaped the Willamette Valley, and Kalapuyan ways

of life prior to forced removal. 

Pair with the artist section featuring Derrick

Lawvor (Modoc) which depicts a current-day

relationship with salmon, a culturally-significant

animal, and an example of another Oregon tribe's

seasonal lifeways.
logistics

Takes place in the classroom

Complete the Lifeways worksheets in small

groups, pairs, or whole class.

Complete the Response question as a whole

class, or assign individually as an assessment

of understanding

overview

Oak savanna is a human made habitat. It

cannot exist without controlled burns, because

douglas fir overtakes oaks and grasses. Thick

bark and deep roots help White Oaks survive

fire. 

Oak savannas once covered millions of acres,

but today are an endangered habitat. Over

95% of their original range has been

destroyed. Indigenous peoples and

environmental groups are restoring this

important ecosystem.

If your younger learners find envisioning the

past especially challenging, try comparing how

human needs (shelter, food, community, etc.)

were met by Kalapuyans versus students today.

Emphasize that different lifeways can meet

peoples' needs.

LEarning outcomes

Explain how Kalapuyans shaped the land of the

Willamette Valley

Describe significant plants to Kalapuyan lifeways

Connect lifeways to the seasons

Students will be able to:

How do humans and land shape each other?

What is the relationship between lifeways and

seasons/climate?

essential questions

Printouts of worksheets or classroom access

to ipads/laptops to fill out worksheets

Writing utensils

See Derrick Lawvor art project pages for art

materials list

materials

Background

Kalapuyan lifeways

Stewardship - managing and taking care

of something, such as land, an organization,

or natural resources

Seasonal Round - a yearly cycle of food

and activities, connected to movement on

the land for harvesting plants and animals

vocabulary

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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alignment key

Essential understandings

curriculum pairings

Grade 4: SCIENCE Salmon and the River;

MATH Catching Pacific Lamprey at

Willamette Falls

Grade 5: SCIENCE Food, Energy, and

Seasonal Rounds

Grade 8: SCIENCE Human Impacts on the

Environment: The Salmon Population in

Oregon

Grade 10: SCIENCE Seasonal Rounds and

Ecosystems; SCIENCE Food Sovereignty and

Environmental Sustainability

Grade 6: Math Lessons 1-3: Plankhouse

Building Capacity; Buck to Doe Ratio;

Blacktail Deer Data

Grade 8: Lessons 14-17: Basketry; Bentwood

Box; Plankhouse Construction; Build a Canoe

With ODE SB13 Tribal History, Shared History:

With Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde

curriculum:

Grade 4: 4.RI.1 Refer to details and examples in a

text when explaining what the text says explicitly

and when drawing inferences from the text. 4.RI.2

Determine the main idea of a text and explain how

it is supported by key details; summarize the text.

4.RI.3 Explain events, procedures, ideas, or

concepts in a historical, scientific, or technical

text, including what happened and why, based on

specific information in the text.  

Grade 6: 6.RI.1 Analyze what the text says

explicitly as well as inferentially; cite textual

evidence to support the analysis.* 6.RI.2

Determine a central idea of a text and how it is

conveyed through particular details; provide a

summary of the text distinct from personal opinions

or judgments. 6.RI.4 Determine the meaning of

words and phrases as they are used in a text,

including figurative, connotative, and technical

meanings. 

Oregon English Language Arts Standards

oregon standards

kalapuyan lifeways

Critical orientations

Grade 4: Geography 4.8 Explain the interactions

between the Pacific Northwest physical systems

and human systems, with a focus on Native

Americans in that region. Historical Knowledge

(Focus: Oregon’s Past [Oregon History]) 4.12 *

Analyze the distinct way of knowing and living

amongst the different American Indian tribes

Oregon Social Sciences Standards

Since Time Immemorial

Lifeways

Presence

Grade 4 continued: in Oregon prior to

colonization, such as religion, language, and

cultural practices and the impact of acculturation

and the ongoing perseverance and exercise of

tribal sovereignty of Native Americans

Grade 5: Historical Knowledge (Focus: America’s

Past [U.S. History 1492- 1786]) 5.14 Analyze the

distinct way of knowing and living amongst the

different American Indian tribes of North America

prior to contact in the late 15th and 16th centuries,

such as religion, language, and cultural practices

and the subsequent impact of that contact.

Grade 6: Geography 6.14 Identify and describe

how the physical and human characteristics of

places and regions connect to human identities

and cultures in the Western Hemisphere.

Oregon Social Sciences Standards

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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art connection

The artist section introduces learners to an artist

in the current Native community in the Portland

area.

Derrick Lawvor is Modoc from present-day

Oregon/California, demonstrating how current

community members are from diverse tribes,

each of whom are connected to their specific

tribal lands.

artist overview

The seasonal round art project is highly

recommended for students to connect their own

lives to the seasons. 

Afterwards, the whole class or small groups can

create Kalapuyan seasonal rounds based on

the Kalapuyan Lifeways content. 

seasonal round art
project

kalapuyan lifeways

Use the See-Think-Wonder artful thinking routine

to observe and discuss the artwork. Ask learners

to expand on their thoughts with "What makes

you say that?"

Derrick’s sculpture depicts a current-day

relationship with salmon, a culturally-significant

animal for the Modoc and many Oregon tribes,

and cattle, a culturally-significant animal for

settlers. Both require water to survive.

Learners often describe the colors as neon pink

and green like watermelon. The educator should

validate that observation, then later point out

that the colors of the sculpture are like the

salmon in the picture on the salmon worksheet.

Learners typically think that the skull represents

death or danger, like for endangered salmon.

The educator may share that it is a cow skull.

After doing the worksheets, then the group can

discuss how what they think about the artwork

changed based on what they learned and

reading the quote from the artist. 

guided looking

View examples of

seasonal round art

projects created

by OSU students

here: 

https://fiveoaksm

useum.org/exhibit

/seasonal-

rounds/

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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further learning

kalapuyan lifeways

additional resources

Confederated Tribes of

Grand Ronde Fishing at

Willamette Falls from

Confederated Tribes of Grand

Ronde; 3 minute video
Description: Grand Ronde Tribal 

Nsayka miLayt kakwa from

Confederated Tribes of Grand

Ronde; 6 minute video
Description: In Chinuk Wawa with

English subtitles, Grand Ronde Tribal

members discuss past and current

cultures including basket making, 

The Forest of Fire by Erik

Ohlsen; picture book
Excerpted description: Discover the

secret relationship between forests

and wildfire and the magic that can

be held in plants.

Achaf-hammi plankhouse, Spirit Mountain, and salmon.

Link: https://www.grandronde.org/services/cultural-

resources/cultural-education/culture-class-videos/nsayka-

milayt-kakwa/

members share the significance of the tribe’s recent

restoration of fishing platforms at the Willamette Falls.

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9t6dw6wF82k

Note: This book by a non-native author effectively explains

how controlled fire helps the forest thrive. However, we

recommend you prompt learners to notice where Indigenous

peoples should be included as you read.

Camassia Natural Area,

located in West Linn, OR
Description: Camassia Natural Area

contains native plants, oak savanna

habitat, and extensive camas blooms

in the spring. The site is owned and

maintained by the Nature

Conservatory; check for updates before visiting. Or, view their

brochure as a source about native plants and animals.

Link to Brochure:

https://www.nature.org/content/dam/tnc/nature/en/docu

ments/Camassia_Oregon_Brochure.pdf

What were Kalapuyans doing in each

season? (Example: Summer - hunting,

trading with other tribes, berries)

What do you do in each season? Activities,

foods, etc. 

What do plants and animals do in each

season?

Ask learners to envision the Willamette

Valley when it was fully under Kalapuyan

stewardship. What would you see? What

would you not see?

In what ways were Kalapuyan practices

sustainable?

How were different tribes in the Pacific

Northwest connected to each other?

Who benefits from the myth of Oregon being

a "pristine," "untouched" landscape before

white settlers came?

Discussion questions

nsayka iliʔi: Noble Oaks -

Part 5 - Wapato from

Confederated Tribes of Grand

Ronde; 5 minute video
Description: Grand Ronde staff

member and Tribal Elder, Greg

Archuleta, shares about wapato,

and the Tribe's cultural connections and current project at

Wapato Lake.

Link: https://youtu.be/1JhRLfN_k8k

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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Educator's overview

The Broken Treaties section covers Indigenous land

rights from forced removal to reservations through

termination, restoration, and today. 

Pair with the artist section featuring Phillip

Thomas (Chickasaw) whose artwork shows

adaptation to forced migration. 

logistics
Takes place in the classroom

Complete the Broken Treaties worksheets in

small groups, pairs, or whole class.

Discuss the Response question as a whole

class, then complete individually

overview

Indigenous land rights are an ongoing political

and legal issue. This is an opportunity to model

respectful discussions in which we listen to

each others' perspectives, look for areas in

common, and affirm that all people are human

and should be treated as such.

When tribes say the treaties were broken, this

is a legal fact, not an opinion. From 1778 to

1871, the United States government entered

into more than 500 treaties with the Native

American tribes. Most of the treaties

guaranteed fishing and hunting access in

some form and adequate food and health

services from the U.S. in exchange for removal

to reservations by the tribes. All of these

treaties have since been violated in some way

or outright broken by the U.S. government.

Tribal websites are considered a primary

source. Visit www.grandronde.org to read

about the Confederated Tribes of Grand

Ronde history in their own words.

Tribes and tribal peoples are not a monolith;

opinions vary historically and today on topics

ranging from treaty signing to protests.

LEarning outcomes

Recognize that tribes are sovereign nations

Understand impacts of European-American

settlement on indigenous peoples

Describe events in the tribal history of the

Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde

Identify multiple perspectives on European-

American settlement in Oregon

Students will be able to:

What is the relationship between land and power?

What are the rights of indigenous peoples?

essential questions

Printouts of worksheets or classroom access

to ipads/laptops to fill out worksheets

Writing utensils

See Phillip Thomas art project pages for art

materials list

materials

Background

broken treaties

Treaty - a binding, formal agreement

between countries

vocabulary

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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alignment key
Essential understandings

curriculum pairings

Grade 4: MATH Getting to Know Native

Americans in Oregon

Grade 8: SOCIAL SCIENCES Tribal Sovereignty

—An Inherent Right; SOCIAL SCIENCES The

Importance of Treaties

Grade 10: SCIENCE Natural Resource

Management: Historical and Contemporary;

SOCIAL SCIENCES Native American Law and

the Supreme Court

Grade 4: Social Studies Lesson Plans 1-6: The

Five Tribes, We are Grand Ronde, Grand Ronde

Trail of Tears, Termination, Restoration,

Government

Grade 6: Social Studies Lesson Plans 1-3:

Virtual Scavenger Hunt Grand Ronde Tribal

Government Breakout Box- Willamette Falls

Fishing Platform

Grade 8: Lessons 1-10 - People of Grand Ronde,

Compare & Contrast Perspectives, Sovereignty,

Trails of Tears, Assimilation, Demise of Indian

Land, Termination, Civil Rights & Restoration,

Tribal Court

With ODE SB13 Tribal History, Shared History:

With Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde

curriculum:

oregon standards

broken treaties

Critical orientations

Grade 4: Geography 4.10 * Identify political,

economic, cultural and physical conflicts,

including genocide, involving the use of land,

natural resources, economic interests,

competition for scarce resources, different

political views, boundary disputes, and

cultural differences within Oregon’s different

geographical areas and people groups who

lived in those areas. 4.11 * Understand the

impact and legacy of colonialism on

marginalized communities and describe the

decisions made to shape the human(e.g.,

tribal, cultural, agricultural, industrial, etc.)

and physical geography (dams, wind turbines,

climate change, transportation, etc.) and its

effect on Oregon’s environmental

sustainability. Historical Knowledge (Focus:

Oregon’s Past [Oregon History]) 4.13 *

Identify and explain how discrimination based

on race, gender, economic, and social group

identity created and continues to affect the

history, growth, and current experience of

residents of Oregon. Historical Thinking (Skills)

4.17 * Create and evaluate timelines

exploring the relationships among the people,

events, and movements of resistance and

justice in Oregon.

Oregon Social Sciences Standards

Sovereignty

History

Tribal Government

Treaties with the United States

Genocide, Federal Policy, and Laws

Political Nationhood

Power

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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alignment key continued
oregon standards

broken treaties

Grade 5: Note that events in the Broken Treaties
section occur after 1786. Civics and Government

5.2 * Examine and critique how colonial and new

states’ governments established, limited or denied

rights and responsibilities of specific groups and

individuals with particular attention to, citizens,

enslaved peoples, foreigners, nobles, religious

groups, women, class systems, tribes. Geography

5.10 * Identify and analyze the implications and

cultural ramifications for Native American Tribes of

the movement of people, goods, ideas, and cultural

patterns to what became the United States,

considering past, present, and future trends.

Historical Knowledge (Focus: America’s Past [U.S.

History 1492- 1786]) - 5.14 Analyze the distinct way

of knowing and living amongst the different

American Indian tribes of North America prior to

contact in the late 15th and 16th centuries, such as

religion, language, and cultural practices and the

subsequent impact of that contact. 5.16 Explain the

religious, political, and economic reasons for the

movement of people from Europe to the Americas,

and analyze the multiple perspectives of the

interactions between settlers and American Indians.

5.20 Identify and examine the roles that American

Indians had in the development of the United States.

Historical Thinking 5.25 * Develop an understanding

of why individuals and groups from various ethnic

and religious and traditionally marginalized groups

during the same historical period, differed in their

perspectives of events, laws/policies, or movements

in the United States. Social Science Analysis 5.27

Identify characteristics of an event, issue, or

problem, suggesting possible causes and results.

Oregon Social Sciences Standards

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide

Grade 6: 6.17 Identify and examine the roles

and impact of diverse groups of people (social

roles, political and economic structures, and

family and community systems) across

indigenous civilizations. 6.18 Evaluate the

impact of systems of colonial cultures on the

indigenous peoples, such as termination,

sovereignty, and treaties. 6.19 Examine the

historic and current contributions and

relevance of indigenous cultures. 6.20 *

Identify and analyze the causes and effects of

oppression and resistance in the living histories

of historically marginalized groups in the

Western Hemisphere. 6.21 * Identify the

motivations, tools, and implications of power,

authority, and governance as it relates to

systems and tools of oppression (e.g., bias,

injustice, discrimination, racism, antisemitism,

and stereotypes) and its impact on ethnic and

religious groups and other historically

marginalized groups of the Western

Hemisphere.
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alignment key continued
oregon standards

broken treaties
This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide

Grade 4: 4.RI.1 Refer to details and examples in

a text when explaining what the text says

explicitly and when drawing inferences from the

text. 4.RI.2 Determine the main idea of a text

and explain how it is supported by key details;

summarize the text. 4.RI.3 Explain events,

procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical,

scientific, or technical text, including what

happened and why, based on specific

information in the text. 4.W.1b Provide reasons

that are supported by facts and details. 

Grade 8: 8.RI.1 Analyze what the text says

explicitly as well as inferentially; cite the textual

evidence that most strongly supports the

analysis.* 8.RI.2 Determine a central idea of a

text and analyze its development over the course

of the text, including its relationship to

supporting ideas; provide an evidence based

summary of the text.* 8.RI.3 Analyze how a text

makes connections among and distinctions

between individuals, ideas, or events.* 

Oregon English Language Arts Standards

Grade 8: Historical Knowledge (Focus: US

History) [1776 to Reconstruction5] 8.22 *

Evaluate continuity and change over the course

of United States history by analyzing examples

of class, gender, religious, regional, and racial

conflict, compromise, cooperation,

interdependence, and the pursuit of social

justice from multiple perspectives. 8.24 *

Examine the causes of westward expansion, the

resulting cultural and physical genocide, and

the methods of resistance, change, and

adaptation, by indigenous peoples in response

to the invasion of their lands. 8.27 * Determine

and explain the importance and contributions

(products, events, actions, and ideas) of key

people, cultures, and ethnic groups, religious

groups, and other historically underrepresented

groups in Oregon, the United States, and the

world. 8.28 * Critique and  analyze historical

events to recognize power, authority, religion,

economics, and governance as they relate to

systemic oppression and its impact on

Indigenous peoples, ethnic and religious groups,

and other historically marginalized groups in the

colonial and modern era. Historical Thinking

8.32 * Identify and analyze methods of

subversion, resistance, challenge, and

perseverance, within and among the

intersecting identities of ethnic and social

groups traditionally excluded from historical

narratives.

Oregon Social Sciences Standards
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art connection

The artist section introduces learners to an artist

in the current Native community in the Portland

area. 

Phillip Thomas is Chickasaw from present-day

Mississippi, demonstrating how current

community members are from diverse tribes,

each of whom are connected to their specific

tribal lands.

artist overview

The “Stolen Land, Stolen People” page briefly connects forced removal of tribes to forced migration

of enslaved Africans, an important part of the history of Phillip's tribe. 

Older learners may compose research questions on the intersections of Black and Indigenous

experiences and identities. Younger learners can read the picture book Crossing Bok Chitto. More

details in the Additional Resources section below.

A note on black and indigenous intersections

broken treaties

Use the See-Think-Wonder artful thinking routine

to observe and discuss the artwork. Ask learners

to expand on their thoughts with "What makes

you say that?"

Phillip’s painting shows adaptation to forced

migration by imagining a home that reminds

him of his tribe no matter where he moves. 

See how many types of homes that learners can

see in the painting. Remember that a turtle shell

is a home that moves with the turtle! 

guided looking

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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further learning

broken treaties

additional resources

Indian No More by Charlene

Willing (Grand Ronde) & Traci

Sorrell (Cherokee); YA book
Excerpted description: In 1957, ten-

year-old Regina Petit's Umpqua tribe

is legally terminated and forced to

leave Oregon. In Los Angeles her 

family faces prejudice and she struggles to understand her

identity as an Indian far from tribal lands.

Teaching Resource:

https://www.grandronde.org/media/2571/indian-no-more-

resources.pdf

Young Native Activist:

Growing Up in Native

American Rights Movements

by Aslan Tudor (Lipan Apache);

picture book
Excerpted description: This is 11 year 

old Aslan's story. An activist is someone who tries to make

changes or raise awareness about political or social issues.

How do Native and settler perspectives

compare about the arrival of European-

American settlers in Oregon?

In what ways did the reservation system

change Kalapuyan lives?

What is an apocalypse and how can it be

applied to the experiences of the tribes?

In what ways were the treaties between the

Grand Ronde tribes and the United States

broken? Who broke them?

After the treaties have been broken, what

should be done now? What are some of the

options for the U.S and for the tribes?

What does it mean to be a sovereign

nation?

How do the forced migrations of indigenous

tribes and enslaved Africans relate to one

another?

Discussion questions

Crossing Bok Chitto, picture

book & Stone River Crossing,

YA book; both by Tim Tingle

(Choctaw)
Excerpted description: Young

Martha Tom befriends and helps an

enslaved family to escape across

the Bok Chitto River from the

Mississippi plantation to freedom in

the sovereign Choctaw Nation. Both

books tell the story, with the YA

version bringing in magical realism.

Note: Tribes are not a monolith.

Some tribal peoples participated in

chattel slavery while others did not, 
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both within the same tribes and across different tribes.

Current resources for young learners on this topic are lacking

but we believe it is important to acknowledge.
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Black  Lives Matter

Medallion by Wapahkesis

(Nihithaw, Lac La Ronge Indian

Band, and Black); artwork and

activities
Description: Recognize intersectional

identity and pride through close looking at an artwork by an

Afro-Indigenous artist, listening to their testimony, and

creating a medallion to show pride in one's identity.

Artwork Link: https://fiveoaksmuseum.org/ua-wapahkesis/

Activity Link: https://fiveoaksmuseum.org/wp-

content/uploads/2022/01/Untouchable-Artifacts-Art-

Activities.pdf

https://www.grandronde.org/media/2571/indian-no-more-resources.pdf
https://fiveoaksmuseum.org/ua-wapahkesis/
https://fiveoaksmuseum.org/ua-wapahkesis/
https://fiveoaksmuseum.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/Untouchable-Artifacts-Art-Activities.pdf


Educator's overview

The Family Separation sections covers boarding

schools, which attempted to destroy Native

cultures through assimilation of Native children. 

Pair with the artist section featuring Carol

Haskins (Grand Ronde) who exemplifies how

Native culture is celebrated and passed on, in

opposition to residential schools.

logistics
Takes place in the classroom

Approach the Family Separation worksheets

as a whole class

Complete the Response question individually

and collect to understand student needs

overview

Take care to go at your students' pace and

check in on their emotional processing.

Be mindful that students may feel afraid of or

be experiencing family separation such as

through divorce, immigration and borders, or

child services and foster care. 

Be aware that many abuses took place at

these schools; avoid reveling in the ways that

students were punished.

In comparing the two historic photos, learners

are prompted to notice that there is one fewer

child in the second photo. The missing child is

ten year old Martha “Mattie” Lot, daughter of

Spokane Chief Lot, who was the first student

to die at the school from an illness. She is

buried in the Forest Grove cemetery. 

Highlight how boarding school students found

courage and carried on parts of their culture in

the “Kids Today” section.

LEarning
outcomes

Explain how assimilation

works and how culture is

passed on 

Understand how boarding

schools affect Native

peoples in the past & today

Recognize the emotional

impact of boarding schools

and assimilation

Students will be able to:

How is culture passed on?

What is the relationship between family,

school, and culture?

essential questions

Printouts of worksheets or classroom access

to ipads/laptops to fill out worksheets

Writing utensils

See Carol Haskins art project pages for art

materials list

materials

Background

family separation

Assimilation - the process of taking on a

society’s culture and beliefs, blending in fully or

partially to the society

Generation - all the people born and living

around the same time

Ancestors - the people in the past that you

came from, like great-grandparents and

farther back in your family tree

Regalia - special clothing, symbols, and

accessories worn at special occasions, such as

ceremonies and pow wows

vocabulary

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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alignment key

Essential understandings

curriculum pairings

Grade 4: HEALTH Cultural Bias, Stereotypes,

and the Effects of Boarding Schools

Grade 8: SOCIAL SCIENCES Cultural

Assimilation and Indian Boarding Schools

Grade 10: HEALTH Identity, Health, and

Survivance

Grade 6: ELA Lesson 2: Regalia

With ODE SB13 Tribal History, Shared History:

With Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde

curriculum:

Grade 4: 4.RI.1 Refer to details and examples in

a text when explaining what the text says

explicitly and when drawing inferences from the

text. 4.RI.2 Determine the main idea of a text

and explain how it is supported by key details;

summarize the text. 4.RI.3 Explain events,

procedures, ideas, or concepts in a historical,

scientific, or technical text, including what

happened and why, based on specific

information in the text.  

Grade 6: 6.RI.1 Analyze what the text says

explicitly as well as inferentially; cite textual

evidence to support the analysis.* 6.RI.2

Determine a central idea of a text and how it is

conveyed through particular details; provide a

summary of the text distinct from personal

opinions or judgments. 6.RI.3 Analyze in detail

how a key individual, event, or idea is

introduced, illustrated, and elaborated in a

text.* 

Oregon English Language Arts Standards

oregon standards

family separation

Critical orientations

Grade 5: Historical Thinking 5.25 * Develop an

understanding of why individuals and groups from

various ethnic and religious and traditionally

marginalized groups during the same historical

period, differed in their perspectives of events,

laws/policies, or movements in the United States.

Grade 6: Historical Thinking 6.23 * Explain and

analyze the historical context of key people,

cultures, products, events, and ideas over time

including the examination of different perspectives

from indigenous people, ethnic and religious

groups, and other traditionally marginalized groups

throughout the Western Hemisphere.

Oregon Social Sciences Standards

Genocide, Federal Policy, and Laws

Presence

Power

Grade 8: Historical Thinking 8.32 * Identify and

analyze methods of subversion, resistance,

challenge, and perseverance, within and among

the intersecting identities of ethnic and social

groups traditionally excluded from historical

narratives.

Oregon Social Sciences Standards

This IS Kalapuyan Land: Educator's Guide
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art connection

The artist section introduces learners to an artist

in the current Native community in the Portland

area. 

Carol Haskins is Grand Ronde from present-

day Oregon, demonstrating how current

community members are from diverse tribes,

each of whom are connected to their specific

tribal lands.

artist overview

celebrate culture

family separation

Use the See-Think-Wonder artful thinking routine

to observe and discuss the artwork. Ask learners

to expand on their thoughts with "What makes

you say that?"

Carol’s beadwork exemplifies how Native culture

is celebrated and passed on to younger

generations, in opposition to residential

schools. Her beadwork is worn in pow wows

celebrating Native cultures. Her daughter Cole is

also an artist, with her own untraditional style!

Learners will observe the colors and symbols in

the beaded yoke. They often say "Seahawks

colors," which the educator can connect to

water/the ocean. When thinking, ask learners

what the symbols might represent, and what kind

of occasion someone might wear this for.

Learners typically find the Guam emblem

confounding, until they read the "Guam to

Grand Ronde" section. This is an opportunity to

recognize intersectional identity; Carol is mixed

Guamanian Pacific Islander and Indigenous from

Grand Ronde. It is also an opportunity to notice

the multiple ongoing forms of U.S. colonialism. 

guided looking
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Start to 3:18 - Carol Haskins shares the materials

and cultural significance behind her intricate

beadwork. Highly recommended!

3:19 to 29:19 - applique beadwork lesson.

29:20 to end 33:03 - interview about Carol's

background and the beaded yoke featured in this

art section

Beading with Carol Haskins by

Confederated Tribes of Grand Ronde; video

Link: https://www.grandronde.org/services/cultural-

resources/cultural-education/culture-class-

videos/beading-with-carol-haskins/

Powwow Video Week 1 by Grand Ronde

Chinuk Wawa Education Program; 5 minute

video
Description: Grand Ronde tribal members demonstrate

pow wow dances, drumming, and Chinuk Wawa for kids.

Link: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BvqA6kywg2o
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further learning

family separation

additional resources

When We Were Alone by

David Robertson (Cree); picture

book
Excerpted description: A young girl

notices things about her grandmother

that make her curious. Why does her

grandmother have long, braided hair 

My Name is Seepeetza by

Shirley Sterling (Salish); YA

book
Excerpted description: Told in the

honest voice of a sixth grader, this is

the story of a young Native girl forced 

and beautifully coloured clothing? As she asks questions, her

grandmother shares her experiences in a residential school,

when all of these things were taken away.

 to live in a world governed by strict nuns, arbitrary rules, and

a policy against talking in her own dialect, even with her

family.

The Forest Grove Indian

Training School, 1880 - 1885

by Pacific University; 6 minute

video with mature content
Description: Pacific University

archivist and non-native historian Eva

Guggemos uses historic images to 

explore the Forest Grove Indian Training School. There is also

an informational article.

Link: https://www.pacificu.edu/magazine/tragic-collision-

cultures

How do you learn your culture? Where do

you learn it from? (elders, family, school, etc)

In what ways did the residential schools

assimilate students into white American

culture?

Are there ways that you experience

assimilation? How does it feel?

How are all kids assimilated into adult

society as they grow up?

Why did the teachers at the schools think it

was the right thing to do?

In what ways did residential school students

stay strong and find courage?

How do residential schools continue to

impact Native people today?

Discussion questions

I Am Not A Number by Jenny

Kay Depuis (Nipissing); picture

book
Excerpted description: When eight-

year-old Irene is removed from her

First Nations family to live in a

Canadian residential school, she 

tries to remember who she is and where she came from,

despite the efforts of the nuns who are in charge at the

school.
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Learners frequently ask: Has the U.S.

apologized for boarding schools? They can

research the current answer. Or, the educator

can share that as of 2021, the answer is 'not

really.' In 2009, Former President Obama buried

an apology for mistreatment of Native peoples

(but not boarding schools) in a military budget

document. In 2021, the State of Wisconsin

apologized for mistreatment and for boarding

schools, and as of that date is the only state to

have done so. Also in 2021, U.S. Secretary of

the Interior Deb Haaland announced that the

federal government will investigate burials at

hundreds of Native boarding schools. The State

of Oregon, City of Forest Grove, and Pacific

University have not apologized for their roles in

the Forest Grove School. 

A frequent question
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